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lexical and function words 
 lexical words   function words 

 nouns     prepositions  

 adjectives   determiners  

 verbs     primary auxiliaries  

 adverbs    pronouns  

      coordinators  

      modal auxiliaries  

      subordinators  

      adverb particles  

      other*  
* ‘other’ includes relativizers, other wh- words / that, existential there,  

    not, infinitive marker to, numerals, semi-determiners  
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lexical and function words 
 lexical words (51%)  function words 

(49%) 

 nouns 30%   prepositions 13.8% 

 adjectives 9%   determiners 9.3% 

 verbs 8%    primary auxiliaries 5.8% 

 adverbs 4%   pronouns 3.5% 

      coordinators 3.7% 

      modal auxiliaries 1.5% 

      subordinators 1.2% 

      adverb particles 0.3% 

      other* 10% 
*   ‘other’: relativizers (1%), other wh- words / that (?), existential there 

(0.25%), not (0.35%), infinitive marker to (?), numerals (2.5%), semi-
determiners (0.75%) 
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words 

 characteristics of words 

 

 multiple derivational affixes, e.g. industry – ial – iz – ation: 
giving 3 suffixes / 4 morphemes 

 

 adjacent placing of words in longer structures: phrases  

 

 natural grouping into lexical bundles 

 
(Biber et al, 1999 p.58) 
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one in a million 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

     (Biber et al, 1999 p.39) 

 

Occurrences 
per  

million words 

Speech: 
occurs once 
every 

Writing: 
occurs once 
every 

1000 8.5 minutes 2.5 pages 

200 42.5 minutes 12 pages 

100 85 minutes 25 pages 

40 200 minutes 60 pages 

20 400 minutes 125 pages 

10 800 minutes 250 pages 
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noun phrases: determiners 
One of the earliest pioneers 

 

a Gloucestershire country physician  

 

the important observation that  

 

Ø milkmaids who had contracted cowpox  

 

Jenner… proceeded to test his hypothesis  

 

over five hundred people … exploration of their water supply 
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determiners 

articles: a / an, the 

demonstratives: this, that, these, those 

possessives: e.g. my, our, their, your, its, ’s (2500/m) 

quantifiers: e.g. some, any, many, few, a lot of, each, 
several, , both, no, a great deal of, a good many of, a 
number of, a little 

numerals: e.g. one, 2, ½, 20%, two thirds, first 

wh– words: e.g. whichever, what, which, whose 

 

 
(Biber et al, 1999 p.299) 
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noun phrases: premodified with 
adjectives  

 

 

One of the earliest pioneers 

 

the later development 

 

meticulous geographical plotting 
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 premodified noun phrases  

det. premodification  
 

head 
noun 

postmodification 

adjective  
participle  

 (-ed / -ing)   
noun   

Clause:  
finite (relative 
clause)  non-finite  
(to…, -ing…, -ed…)    
Phrase:  
prepositional    
               noun 
(appositive)   

One 
of the  

earliest pioneers 

the later  developme
nt 

meticulous plotting 
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noun phrases: postmodified with 
prepositional phrases  

 

One of the earliest pioneers of child public health, Edward 
Jenner      (1749 – 1823), a Gloucestershire country 
physician   

 

the later development of what remains one of the most 
successful preventative measures available to the medical 
profession 

 

Snow’s meticulous geographical plotting of the cases and 
exploration of their water supply  
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 premodified noun phrases  

det. premodificati
on 

 
 

head noun 

postmodification 

adjective  
participle  

 (-ed / -ing)   
noun   

Clause:  
finite (relative clause)  non-
finite  
(to…, -ing…, -ed…)    
Phrase:  prepositional    
               noun (appositive)   

One 
of 
the  

earliest pioneers of child public health, Edward 
Jenner (1749 – 1823), a 
Gloucestershire country physician  

the later  development of what remains one of the most 
successful preventative measures 
available to the medical profession 

meticulous 
geographical  

plotting of the cases and exploration of their 
water supply  
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noun phrases: postmodified with 
relative clauses  

 

milkmaids who had contracted cowpox 

 

one of the most successful preventative measures available to 
the medical profession  

 

the treatment and prevention of the infectious diseases that 
constituted a major cause of mortality and morbidity in 
children at the time  

 

a public health measure to help prevent the cholera epidemics 
like that from the Broad Street pump 
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 premodified noun phrases  

det. premodifica
tion 

 
 

head noun 

postmodification 

adjective  
participle  

 (-ed / -ing)   
noun   

Clause:  
finite (relative clause)  non-
finite  
(to…, -ing…, -ed…)    
Phrase:  prepositional    
               noun (appositive)   

milkmaids  who had contracted cowpox 

one 
of 
the  

most 
successful 
preventative  

measures available to the medical profession  

the … infectious diseases that constituted a major cause of 
mortality and morbidity in 
children at the time  
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noun phrases:  
premodified with nouns 

 

child public health 

 

a Gloucestershire country physician  

 

cowpox material  

 

the London cholera epidemic  

 

water supply  
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noun phrases: apposition 
One of the earliest pioneers of child public health, Edward 

Jenner      (1749 – 1823), a Gloucestershire country 
physician   

 

a small boy, James Phepps,  

 

John Snow (1813 – 1858)  

 

Anthony Cooper, the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury,  
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verbs: with prepositions; 
patterns following verbs   

S. made [noun phrase, e.g. the important observation] that  

 

S. seemed to be [adj. e.g. immune from –ing]   

 

[noun phrase, esp. pronoun, e.g. what] remains one of the [adj. 
–est] 

 

S. is remembered for [noun phrase] 

 

S. is associated with [noun phrase] 
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 This paper links changing global coffee markets to 
opportunities and vulnerabilities for sustaining small-scale 
farmer livelihoods in northern Nicaragua. Changing 
governance structures, corporate concentration, oversupply, 
interchangeable commodity grade beans, and low farm gate 
prices characterize the crisis in conventional coffee markets. 
In contrast, certified Fair Trade and organic are two 
alternative forms of specialty coffee trade and production 
that may offer opportunities for small-scale producers. A 
research team surveyed 228 farmers to measure the impact 
of sales on organic and Fair Trade markets. The results 
suggest that participation in organic and Fair Trade 
networks reduces farmers’ livelihood vulnerability. 

noun phrases  
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 This paper links changing global coffee markets to 
opportunities and vulnerabilities for sustaining small-
scale farmer livelihoods in northern Nicaragua. 
Changing governance structures, corporate 
concentration, oversupply, interchangeable commodity 
grade beans, and low farm gate prices characterize the 
crisis in conventional coffee markets. In contrast, 
certified Fair Trade and organic are two alternative 
forms of specialty coffee trade and production that may 
offer opportunities for small-scale producers. A 
research team surveyed 228 farmers to measure the 
impact of sales on organic and Fair Trade markets. The 
results suggest that participation in organic and Fair 
Trade networks reduces farmers’ livelihood vulnerability. 

noun phrases  
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 noun phrases  

det. premodification head noun postmodification 

adjective  
participle (-ed / -ing)   
noun   

Clause:  finite (relative clause)    
     non-finite (to…, -ing…, -ed…)    

Phrase:  prepositional    
              noun (appositive)   

This  paper 

changing global 
coffee 

markets  

opportunities 
and 
vulnerabilities  

for sustaining small-
scale farmer livelihoods 

the crisis in conventional coffee 
markets 

two alternative  forms  of speciality coffee trade 
and production  that 
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frequencies 

 

 Nouns ending in –tion occurring 200+/m: 

 action, addition, application, association, communication, 
concentration, direction, distribution, education, equation, 
examination, formation, infection, information, 
instruction, operation, organization, population, 
production, reaction, relation, situation, variation  
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nouns: common prefixes  

anti- (against, opposite to)  mis- (bad, wrong) 
arch- (supreme, most)   mono- (one) 
auto- (self)    neo- (new) 
bi- (two)     non- (not)  
bio- (of living things)   out- (outside, separate)   
co- (joint)    poly- (many) 
counter- (against)    pseudo- (false) 
dis- (the converse of)   re- (again) 
ex- (former)    semi- (half) 
fore- (ahead, before)   sub- (below) 
hyper- (extreme)    super- (more than, above)  
in- (inside, the converse of)  sur- (over and above) 
inter- (between, among)   tele- (distant) 
kilo- (thousand)    tri- (three) 
mal- (bad)    ultra- (beyond) 
mega- (million, supreme)   under- (below, too little) 
mini- (small)    vice- (deputy) 
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contextualisers: adverbials 
circumstance  

by scratching it onto his arm 

During the London cholera epidemic of 1854 / in ten days / 
within a radius of 250 yards of Broad Street 

 

stance  

indeed 

significantly  

 

linking  

then 

also  
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verbs 

 many verbs are restricted with respect to variation in aspect 
and voice  

 
 verbs unmarked for aspect, i.e. simple, are overwhelmingly 

the most common in all four registers: 
  about 90% of all verbs, slightly more in academic registers 
  about 5% in the perfect  
  about 1% in progressive (with a tiny amount in both) 
  of the latter, the large majority (of perfect and progressive 

aspect verbs) are in the present tense  
 

 academic registers have a tendency to use the simple present 
tense even when reporting the views of scholars in the past  

 (p.63; 461)  
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verbs: the passive 

 lexical associations of the passive in academic texts 
be +:  

  
 made, given, done, taken, used, found, seen, called, 

concerned, said, expected, put, told, known, set, left, held, 
asked, brought, prepared, based, described, determined, 
involved, needed, considered, shown, paid, forced, sent, 
drawn, kept, lost, reported, thought, treated, understood, 
carried, required; achieved, associated, defined, expressed, 
measured, obtained, performed, related; applied, 
calculated, chosen, compared, derived, designed, developed, 
discussed, examined, explained, formed, identified, 
illustrated, introduced, limited, noted, observed, presented, 
recognised, regarded, replaced, represented, studied, 
suggested  

 
 (p.478 – 9)  
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verbs: the passive 

 occurring most of the time in the passive in academic prose 
– over 90% – be +:  

 aligned (with), based (on), born, coupled (with), deemed, 
effected, entitled (to), flattened, inclined, obliged, 
positioned, situated, stained, subjected (to) 
 

 occurring most of the time in the passive in academic prose 
– over 70% – be +:  

 approved, associated (with), attributed (to), classified (as), 
composed (of), confined (to), designed, diagnosed (as), 
distributed, documented, estimated, extracted, grouped 
(with), intended, labelled, linked (to/with), located (at/in), 
plotted, recruited, stored, transferred, viewed 

 
 (p.478 – 9)  
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 common prepositional verbs in academic writing  

 

 look at, look for, deal with, be applied to, be used in, be made 
of, be aimed at, send NP to, give NP to, be derived from, be 
divided into, obtain NP from, use NP as, refer to, be 
expressed in, think of, hear of, be known as, be seen as, be 
regarded as, be seen in, be considered as, be defined as, lead 
to, come from, result in, contribute to, allow for, be required 
for, occur in, depend on, belong to, account for, consist of, 
differ from, be based on, be involved in, be associated with, 
be related to, be included in, be composed of 

 
(p.416) 

prepositional verbs  


